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CE": WE WILL HE CLOSED F~OM JULY 2Jrd.
TO SEPT. lst. FOR QSHKOSH & VACATION
SKYBOLT NEWS WILL NOT BE INTER-RUPTED.

LAST ISSUE IN FIRST SERIES--~,

This, the May issue will be the last issue of the first
6 issue series. Starting in June. we will continue to
publish the Skybolt News, series #2 which will also con-
sist of 6 monthly issues~ A subscription form and stam-
ped envelope is enclosed for your convenience. The price
for the second series is $15. You will notice that the
subscriptiQn form is also a questionaire. We would appre-' ciate the return of this form so that we can

publish the Skybolt News with regards to the
priorities of the subscribers. Please return

the form even if you do not re.
new your subscription. I wish to
thank everyone of our subscribers
and sincer~ly hope. that the pages
of the Skybolt News has helped to
shorten your building time,saved

you money and reduced the frustrations which
are inevitable due to
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INSTALLING BUNGEE-r;~

In the April issue we needed so much room to un-fold the
subject matter we were working on that we plain ran out
of room and were un-able to cover the bungee cord instal-
lation. The plans call for) bungee cords to be install~don each landing gear leg. If you select to use l2g0HD .

Shock Rings, you will have a battle on your hands and an
aching back when you are through. To help simplify thingst
use 2 ea. l2g0HD Rings on each gear leg regardless of the
empty or gross weight of your Skybolt. The l2g0HD is test
rated at 950 lbs. Using 2 of these Rings on each gear leg
wili take care of Skybolts with 19o or 200 HP. engines.It
is usually when we install a'540 series Lycoming or sim-
ilar engine that we increase the weight of the airplane to
a point that we need the )rd Shock Ring. The )rd. Ring we
use is a logo, test rated at 750 lbs. To use) rings on
each gear leg you will wind up with a landing gear so stiff
you will think that the gear legs are welded to the fuse-
lage~ except when heavy engines are installed.

~

When you are ~ady to install the Shock Cord Rings, make
sure that you. have finished painting the gear legs (final
color). To make the job go easier rub some silicone on the
tubing involved on the gear leg and the bungee truss. Rub
a light coat of silicQne on the cover of the Shock Cord
Rings. If you get Silicone on any surface it is virtually
impossible to paint that surface as the paint will" Fish
Eye" Thats why we do all our painting prior to Shock Cord
installation.

The actual installation of the Rings themselves is a rather
trying job even with a Bungee Tool. Care must be taken not
to cut the cord wrapping on the Rings. If you can't borrow
or rent a Bungee Tool ~ou can make one as shown in Fig. I.
It is possibly just as well to make one since some time in
the life of your Skybolt it will be neccessary to either
change the Shock Rings because of age or one may break. In
the event that a Ring breaks it will be wise to ascertain
the age of the remaining good ring and replace it too if
it has aged.

When buying Shock Cord Rings, be sure that the dealer tells
you how old the rings are. The color bands woven into the
wrapping or braided cover is a code to tell when the Cord
was manufactured. Do not accept Shock Cord Rings over 1 yr.
old. Please refer to your Manual 18 for the color coding
if you prefer. This is the book that we suggested that you
buy in the Dec. issue of Skyholt News. It's our bible. I
couldn't get along without it. A~ you use and absorb the
information in Manual 18, .~u w~ll become a safer builder
and the book itself will find a prominent place on your
workbench.)
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To assemble the Bungee Tool, simply .put the slide assem-
bly over the Guide As&.mbly. Put on the washer, thrust washer,

washer and nut. You're in business. Put
one end or the Bungee truss, down
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SPECIAL MAIN FUEL TANK (INVERTED)

~,','

In case some of builders are not aware, the Main Fuel Tank asshown in the plans has some decided dis-advantages connected ~

wit,h'it's use. 1. The plans call for a sight gauge tube con-
nected from the bottom of the tank to the top. The material
normally used for the sight gauge is a clear plastic called
"Tygon". The big problem with the sight gauge is, you can't
read it from the rear seat. Some builders are even going so far
as to install special mirrors in the front cockpit so they can

read their fuel level when flying solo. This just doesn't make
sense. 2. 29 gallons of fuel sloshing around in an un-baffled
tank doesn't impress this writer as being good engineering. I

therefore suggest that you consider the Main Fuel Tank that is

shown in the following drawings. It offers interior bafflin~
,

a separate flop tube sump and electric fuel level transmitter
so we can monitor th.e fuel level in the rear seat with an Elec.
Fuel Quantity Gauge. If you don't have an electrical system in
your Bolt, you will have to devise a mechanical fuel gauge of
some type which would not be too hard to do. 'fhe tank shown in
this issue has a top section of lB U.S. Gallons and a, sump of
11 U .S .Gallons. When the fuel gauge indicates " E " , you are
automatically on the 11 Gal. sump reserve. In actual practice
it is prudent to make a practice of timing your fuel consump-
tion and use this information as a cross-check on your fuel -
supply indicator. Make a practice of covering the fuel tank
vent lines when you are not flying so as to prevent bugs or
foreign matter from plugging up a vent line and possibly caus-
ing fuel starvation in flight. "Be sure the vent line covers
have long red streamers on th-em so they are easily seen during
pre-flight and removed. Fig. 2 shows the parts that make up the
top portion of the tank. Fig. 3 shows the parts that make up
the sump portion of the tank. Fig. 4 shows the assembled tank.
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The construction sequence for our tank is as follows. First we

must make a full size plywood form block for the ends of the

tank. It is also wise to make a clamp block out of plywood

that is ~t, smaller all the way around,than our form block. We

can use the form block to layout the end panels, allowing

an extra ~t, of material for the flange. Drill all the necces-

sary holes in the end panels. ~Iake the vent lines and weld

them to the backside of the 118" alum. pipe flanges. Next, ,-

insert the vent lines through the holes in the top front panel

and tack weld the pipe flanges to the panel. Next, we make

the baffles and rivet them to the upper front and rear panels

with 3/16" soft alum. Pop Rivets. Next, we make the upper tank

wrapper and form same to fit-the upper tank panels. Drill and

Cleco the wrapper to the bottom edge of the upper panels. Next,

we weld the vent lines to the upper wrapper where they meet.

BE SURE THAT YOU HAVE DRILLED THE #40 ANTI-SIPHON HOLES IN

BOTH THE UPRIGHT AND INVERTED VENT LINES JUST BEHIND WHERE

THEY WELD TO THE 118" ALUM. PIPE FLANGES SO THEY ARE ON THE

INSIDE OF THE TANK. We can nQw finish forming the upper tank

wrapper around the upper panels and drill the holes to secure

the top side of the wrapper to the top flange of the baffles.

( 3116" holes) Do not Pop rivet the wrapper to the baffles

until you have drilled the 3116" holes t.o secure the bottom

flange of the baffles to the lower surface of the wrapper.Drill

the 2!" hole in the top surface of the wrapper for the filler

neck assembly. Now de-burr all holes and remove all chips from

inside thw the tank. We are now ready to install all 3116" -"

Pop rivets in the bottom flanges of the baffles. We install "

these rivets from inside the tank. Drill the top wr~pyer where ""

it overlaps the other end of the same wrapper with l/8" holes.

De-burr these holes. We can now Pop ri vet the lower sump end .:c;.

panels in place wi th 118" soft alwn. Pop ri vets. Be certain ',- .

th~t all the aluminum Pop rivets that you use on the fuel ta~~",CC~';';",:c"i.:;:"~

~"J



some alum. Pop
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don't
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have aluminum mandrels in them.
rivets
we we start
mix in a weld puddle.
sump wrapper. Tack weld
After the sump wrapper
the upper wrapper in place. All seams can now De welded as
well as the flange fittings and the exposed Pop-rivets.

ManuallB says that you can leak check the tank with water.
To do this it is neccessary to introduce the water into the
tank from the bottom. On top of the tan~ at the filler cap,
we must devise and attach a 6 ft. x 1" I.,D. vertical stand-
pipe in order to develop internal pressure in the tank to
properly check it. "( 3-4 lbs. per sq. in. ) The stand pipe
provides the head pressure. This is a time consuming method
plus it is very di££icult to remove evry last trace of water.
I prefer to test my .tanks with 4 lbs. of air pressure. To
use air pressur,e you must have a 0-10 lb. gage and preferably
2 air pressure regulators. You can also use a bicycle tire
pump and the neccessary fittings.. To check th,e seams and fit-
ings for leaks, I use Galgon Leak Detector liquid available
at air conditioning supply stores. It's a detergent solution.
You brush it on every inch of welded surface. After the leaks
are checked, the solution is washed off with water.

When installing the above fuel tank, run both vent lines be-
low the belly of the aircraft to a positive pressure area. Gut
a bevel on the ends of the t" alum. vent lines so the bevel
faces forward. The 1/8" pipe flange in the center between the
2 vent line flange. is used f~r a fuel return line from the
Garb. if your 8ystem needs such a line, otherwise it can be
connected to the upright vent line with a " Tee ".

We will discuss and diagram the complete fuel system in a later
issue along with a fuel tank for the wing.

~

SMOKE SYSTEM FOR THE SKYBOLT"'..

The most important part of a good smoke system
proper smoke oil ( Carbasol ) is a pump capable of
70 gallons per bour. The rest of the system
5 gal. tank, flop-tu.be, 12 vdc solenoid valve,

~oamp.
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floor in the front cockpit just behind the bungee truss.
Fig.6 shows the complete smoke system layout. There is one
other point I want to cover regarding the smoke system and ~
that is, if you intend to use the smoke oil tank as a Aux.
fuel tank, you must employ the proper plumbing and install
the neccessary placards in the aircraft to warn the pilot a-
bout it's use. Can you imagine what would happen if there was
gasoline in the smoke oil tank and you accidently tried to
operate the smoke system. I prefer to install the smoke sys-
tem for solelv that purpose and use other tanks for gasoline.
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In Fig. 6 above you will notice. alum. angle welded to the bot-
tom edge of the tank where it-rests on the floor. Opposite the
alum. angle, under the floor, you see 3/4" x 3/4" x .049 Square
Tubing that is welded to the fuselage trussing tubes under the
floor. Nut plates can be pop-riveted to this sq. tubing after
matching holes have been drilled in the alum. angle. The pump
and solenoid valve can also be mounted on the bottom of the 3/4"
x 3/4" sq. tubing thereby making our plumbing job easier. We use
3/8" O.D. alum. tubing from the flop-tube all the way to the
firewall bulkhead fitting. From there we" Tee" off with ~,t I.D.
601 Aeroquip Hose to the stainless steel nozzles that are weld-
ed into the exhaust stacks. The wiring for the pump and solenoid
goes from the 12 volt buss bar to the circuit breaker to the
toggle switch to both the pump and solenoid. We have in stock at
Starfire Aviation, Inc. both pumps and solenoids as well as the
stainless steel nozzles. ( Nozzl.8;~-1Z-~QQ-ea ~~~Es~~Q-~.~~---~

Smoke Systems are avail- JI
able which include Pump, ~olenoid Valve, Toggle Switch, Nozzles, CC";.~tFlexible Hose, Alum. Line, Tank w/Flop-tube and all neccessary "

Fittings Price $295.00
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The bending of the l"xl"-.065 square tubing is probably the
most difficult task in the whole procedure.When buying the
square tubing involved, don't let your supplier cut the tub-
ing into 25" lengths. Instead, insist on pieces at -50t'or 52t' long. In this way you will have enough .

satisfactorily shape the pieces to the curvature
ribs. The square tubing can be bent hot or cold
your facilities for bending. In the home shop, hot bena1ng
would probably be the best method. In any event, you will
need either a thick steel welding table (~,,) or the equiva-
lent surface in say, a piece of structural channel iron. In
Fig.7 we see a view of the set-up. When heating the square
tubing it is essential" that you heat only the upper surface
of the tubing and the top edgeo£ the tubing to a g~ll red
.QQ1.:,y. If you heat the tubing to hot, it will form a sway-
back or concave surface on the top surface of the tubing.
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call out 3.708 x 1.571 x ~065 Streamline
"I" Strut. you
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Theoretically, vie should be able to build "I" struts
flat type layout jig fit the wings
HOWEVER, this is It only
small
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wing or in-correct
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been of major concern to some builders in that the plans call
for the drilling of the wing spare edgewise or vertically th-
rough the spars. The areas of concern are: 1. the likelyhood
of moisture getting into the holes in the spars and 2. the
extra stresses on the heads and threads of the t" bolts due
to the bevel of the spars and the same angle of the square
tubing against which the bolts are tightened. These objections
should be of little concern if you thoroughly coat the bolt
holes'in the spars with an epoxy type of varnish or paint and
use wedge shaped washers under the heads and nuts of the bolts.
There is one other method that you can use to attach the square
tubing to the spars and that method is shown in'Fig. 8 You can
take a choice of the method you prefer.
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Regardless of the method you have used to attach the "I"
Struts to the spars, be sure to use round fabric re- inforce-
ment patches on the fabric of the wing between the square
tubing of the "I" Strut and the wing fabric. When attaching
the pieces of square tubing to the wings in preparation for
tack welding the "It' Struts, be sure to use large area wash-
ers ( AN 970-4) between the square tubing and the spars. The.
Streamline Tubing should be cut to fit over the square tubingas shown in Fig. 9 .

WINf.r W IR.~ F-IrrIN6-~

~

The plans also call for balsa wood filler blocks also shown
in Fig. 9) to provide a smooth transition line in the fabric
covering of the "I" Strut. I prefer to use ~" x .035 tubing
instead of the balsa blocks on the trailing edges of the "I"
Strut and 3/8" x .035 on the leading edges. Timewise, it takes
about the same amount, but I feel that the small curved tubing

~ "'" ~",-Ccc'T.~.~c,.il.",'r,;"- ...'"c'-
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welded to the "r" s:trut makes q. nicer over-all appearq.nce.

If you are using a oxy-acetylene torch to tack weld your "I"
Struts together, you will need some wet asbestoes tape in
the are~s of the tack welds to prevent scorching or burning
of wood member~ of the wing. This same tape was called out
in the Jan. issue to prevent burning the lower wing spar' butts
~hile rigging them to the fuselage.
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BUILDING THE NGINE MOUNT

B~ilding an ~ccurate eng1ne mount is probably the most dif-
ficult job 1n the ent1r. Skybolt project. That is 1f you are
going to build every part from scratch. In fact, the designer
ree-cornrnends that the builder purchase a mount from a supplier
such as 9urselves, or at least the Dyna-focal Ring. It your
engine uses a straight mount, you can make your own engine
rno"~~ ve~ e~IY. It's the Dyna~Focal Mount that is the bear.

First of ~ll, both 360 and 540 series Lycoming engines use
) differ.nt types Qt mount1ng. The 360 series could have either
a staraight mount or a Dyna-focal mount in either a le. degr$.
or a JO d.~~., cQnt1guration. The 30 d.gree type is the ~8t
prevalent.
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In the case of the 540 series you have the Bed Mount or the
Dyna-Focal in either a 20 degree or a 31 degree configuration.

\ The 31 degree mount is the one most used and the one for which

,~4 we manufacture a Ring or the complete Mount.

In the case of the 360 series, we manufacture Rings or cpm-

plete Mounts for the 30 degree engine.

After'reading the above 4 paragraphs, you can see that it will
pay you to stay with an engine for which you can easily pur-
chase a Dyna-focal Ring or a Complete Mount. For any question

.regarding the peculiarities of a particu.lar Model Number, I
suggest that you contact the Customer Service Dept., Avco
Lycoming, Williamsport, Penn. 17701

In next months issue of Skybolt News we will show photographs
of engine mounts for both the 360 and 540 series Lycoming en-
gines as well as drawings of how we set up the engines when
we don't have an eng~ne mount fixture.

CLASSIFIED ADS AND SWAPS

WANTED :. Complete set of wings for Skybolt. Covered or ready
for cover. ~]ust be excellent quality. Contact John
McDonald, Los Angeles --Office 213-933-8381 or 213-
986-5315 Will pay cash for immediate delivery. No

'collect calls please.

SKYBOLT JACKET PATCHES: Now 2 for $5.00 Colorfully embroidered.
Write to Sykes, 1107 Myrtlewood,
Friendswood, Tex. 77546
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Slave Struts
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CASSUTT FOR SALE: Asking $4500 Has 0-200 Eng. Contact James
A. Elton 16048 Mt. Carmel Ct., Fountain
Valley, Calif. 92708 or call 714-554-1909
Do NOT CALL COLLECT Willing to trade for
Skybolt parts.

PS5-C PRESSURE CARB. FOR SALE: Write to James E. Rogers 741
Rushville St. , La Jolla, Calif.
920)7

COMING IN JUNE ( Start of 2nd. series )

1. Engine Mounts ( Part 2) 2. Antenna Installation ). Alum.
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